
 
 

Bosch REG License Plate Capture Cameras Nab
Casino Crook 

Industry: 
Gaming 

End User: 
Rainbow Casino 
is a hotel casino located in Vicksburg, Mississippi. With more 
than 35,000 square feet of gaming action, Rainbow Casino is a 
long-standing favorite with locals and tourists alike. The casino is 
well known for having the latest and hottest games available. 
With over 900 machines, the choices are many and they pay-outs 
are plenty! The hotel's 82 rooms and seven suites are 
comfortable and spacious and offer all the amenities visitors 
expect in today's quality hotels.  

Business Objective: 
At Rainbow Casino, a criminal was repeatedly preying on 
vulnerable adults. The culprit had evaded authorities for months, 
cheating victims of cash, bank cards, PINs and checks. 
Conventional cameras did not effectively and consistently 
capture the license plate information that was needed on a 24/7 
basis to identify suspicious vehicles and prevent them from 
entering the casino property if required.  

Solution: 
Bosch REG License Plate Capture cameras provide effective plate 
capture day and night and are the most versatile cameras of their 
kind available today. They "get the plate" of every vehicle entering 
and exiting Rainbow Casino.  
 
U.S. patented Bosch REG License Plate Capture cameras operate 
under any ambient lighting condition, ranging from total darkness 
to direct glare from sunlight and high-beam headlights at speeds 
up to 100 miles per hour. At Rainbow Casino, the cameras use 
Ambient Rejection technology to overcome difficult speed and 
lighting conditions that previously made reliable capture 
impossible. 
 
With usable images of license plates, casino operators now know 
which vehicles are coming and going from their parking lots. The 
Bosch REG License Plate Capture cameras have improved 
security at the Rainbow Casino, and help operators to keep 
unwanted visitors off casino property. They provide effective 
vehicle surveillance and assist with vehicle access control. 
 

Solving a problem that had previously frustrated local authorities, 
Bosch REG License Plate Capture cameras provided clear 
images, real-time capture and irrefutable evidence to help police 
convict the criminal preying on senior citizens at the casino.    

Result:
Cooperating with the Mississippi Office of the Attorney General, 
Rainbow Casino delivered a clear license plate and vehicle image, 
which led to the arrest of the criminal. The accused pleaded guilt 
to the charges and received a jail term of several years.  
 
"The authorities were after this person for months, but she 
always found ways to escape the law. The Bosch REG License 
Plate Capture cameras delivered police the evidence they needed 
to put this criminal away," said system installer, Michael Stark of 
Bluff City Electronics.  

Installed by: 
Bluff City Electronics 
3339 Fontaine Road 
Memphis, TN 38116 
www.bluffcityelectronics.com 

Bosch Security Systems, Inc. 
130 Perinton Parkway 
Fairport, NY 14450 
800-289-0096 
www.boschsecurity.us 

REG License Plate Capture cameras show plate images at Rainbow Casino. 


